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Every month, youâ€™ll squee with delight. Based on the beloved blog that delivers â€œan

awww-a-dayâ€• (The New York Times) to legions of devoted followers, the Cute Overload Calendar

is a year-long cuddlefest starring a menagerie of adorable animals: cheeky hamsters, roly-poly

bunnies, peppy puppies, lovable hedgies, and sweet little kittens. Itâ€™s pure cute in its many

forms.
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I can only give this a 3 star because it's changed. Not as I expected. I've had a few of these before

and loved them. There used to be an adorable picture and a clever, funny caption for each day.

That's what made it so great. Meg's captions were so funny. This year the calendar is big and

beautiful, the boxes for each day are big enough to write in but no picture or caption for each day.

Just the one picture and caption for the month. I'm disappointed. I hang this on the wall by our

refrigerator so when we're waiting for our water bottles to fill up we have something funny to read. I

read somewhere that Meg had twins so maybe she doesn't have time for captions. Meg, I miss the

way it used to be.

I always look forward to putting up this calendar at work and having my pediatric patients flip to see

which cute animal is on their birthday. I'm really disappointed to see only one picture (albeit

adorable) for each month. Maybe if life with twins ever calms down Meg will go back to the old

layout.



I used to buy the wall calendar for work. People would come in to my room to look at it when they

needed a smile. I saw the new one just now and was very disappointed that there is not a photo for

each day, so did not buy it. Please go back to the old format!

Absolutely adorable, but I was sad that the extra 2014 page didn't have a cute animal on it. So now

I'm stuck from September-December with a bunch of words instead of a picture of a cute duckie.

However, I flipped through the rest of the calendar and its pretty darn cute.

DISAPPOINTED!!! As others have written, Cute Overload calendars in the past have had one

picture for almost every day of the year, in addition to the big photo on the 'top' page for each

month; this calendar has only one picture for the entire page that shows the dates. It was completely

understandable that the calendar's creator took a year off of calendar-making due to the happy

event of having twins, but if she couldn't keep up the high cuteness standards she'd set previously

for the 2015 version it would have been more fair to her calendar's fans to skip this year as well. I

asked for this calendar for Christmas, so I didn't have the opportunity to see how the calendar had

been changed before obtaining it. Had I shopped for this myself I would--after looking at the pix on

the back cover--would not have purchased this. I started to give 2 stars just because of the scanty

cute pictures in this iteration of the Cute Overload calendar, but I'm really, really disappointed (I was

so gleeful when I was taking the plastic wrap off!!) so 1 star it is. (Booooooo, hiss.)***UPDATE/EDIT:

having received an e-mail from  telling me that someone had found my comment 'helpful', I returned

to re-read what I'd written and decided to 'up' the rating to "3 stars" because I think it's fairer to rate

the calendar against its competitors (i.e. the scores of other 1-pic-per-month-cute-animal-calendars)

rather than solely based on my disappointment b/c of how GREAT!! the Cute Overload calendar

USED to be. I won't buy next year's version if it's not back to pre-2015 standards, but the Cute

Overload staff don't really deserve a 1-star rating for their efforts.

I've gotten this calendar every year ever since it started. Not this year though, as they shifted away

from the page a day format. Sorry Meg, but you had a good thing. Maybe next year.

What happened to the Cute Overload calendar I LOVED D: ... I buy this calendar every year, and

came to  to buy it again, but it's changed. It doesn't have all the pictures, only 1 for every month.

Now it's just a cute calendar, not an cute OVERLOAD calendar. I'm not buying it till they bring the



old version back! So sad!

Falling apart and the phrases inside are too "I'm trying hard to make these pictures cute." The

pictures speak for themselves, and the captions such as "cute rule #4: if you're wearing boots,

you're cute" are annoying.
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